Dog Noise Letters

Introduction

There is a wide variety of letters here. Although most of them are in a letter format, some of them are just notes.

They are not in any particular order. You’ll just need to scroll through them to find the one that fits your situation. **Important**: Be sure to edit the one you pick so that it aligns with the customs in your part of the world.

These symbols <<YOUR INFO>> indicate where you’ll need to insert your own information.

I’ve had a lot of success with them. I hope they work for you as well.

Brad Paul

[Guru Habits.com](http://Guru Habits.com)
Dear Dog Owner:

It is not fair to us, or anyone else who lives nearby, that we have to endure your dog’s continuous barking. Your dog’s barking is particularly disturbing in the evening and during the night. You may not be aware of it, but your dog goes into a barking frenzy every one (1) to two (2) hours throughout almost each and every night.

Allowing your dog to behave in this manner is in violation of city ordinances. Please refer to the attached copy of city ordinances <<6.16.110 and 6.16.120>>.

We respectfully ask that you remedy this matter immediately. Your efforts in doing so would be greatly appreciated.

We do not wish to create an unpleasant situation, but if this problem continues we will have no other alternative but to contact the authorities.

Thank you,

Barked Out Neighbors
Dear Dog Owner:

Thank you for whatever efforts you may have taken to control your dog’s barking. We think we have noticed some improvement; however, unfortunately the problem still exists and seems to have gotten worst.

Here’s the problem:

Your dog barks at the slightest provocation throughout each and every day. At night, when quiet is valued most, your dog barks intermittently often until it’s quite late. Frequently your dog barks in the wee hours of the morning. No other dog in the area barks as often and as late in the night as your dog does.

We would greatly appreciate your continued attention in resolving this matter to the end.

We do not wish to create an unpleasant situation, but if this problem continues your next contact(s) will come from the authorities.

Thank you,

Barked Out Neighbors
Dear Dog Owner:

Thank you for whatever efforts you may have taken to control your dog’s barking. We have noticed some improvement. However, unfortunately, the problem still exists as far as we are concerned.

Here’s the problem:

Amazingly, during the day your dog rarely barks. But during the night, when quiet is valued most, your dog begins barking intermittently often until it’s quite late. This behavior is really quite irritating.

Apparently your dog is responding to a condition that does not exist during the day. Perhaps your dog is reacting to your presence and its desire to be with you.

Whatever the solution, we would greatly appreciate your continued attention in resolving this matter to the end.

Thank you,

Barked Out Neighbor
RE: Howling/Barking Dog

Dear Dog Owner(s):

It is not fair to us, or anyone else who lives nearby, that we have to endure your dog’s constant howling and barking for hours during the day and night!

This happens whenever your dog is left out on the rear staircase in the back yard. On this date, your dog howled and barked constantly throughout the entire day!

Your dog’s continual howling and barking is extremely disturbing to us.

Allowing your dog to behave in this manner is in violation of city ordinances. Please refer to the attached copy of city ordinances <<6.16.110 and 6.16.120>>.

We respectfully ask that you remedy this matter immediately. Your efforts in doing so would be greatly appreciated.

We do not wish to create an unpleasant situation, but if this problem continues we will have no other alternative but to contact the authorities.

Thank you,

Barked Out Neighbors
Dear Dog Owner:

It is not fair to us, or anyone else who lives nearby, that we have to endure your dog’s continual barking for sometimes as much as an hour straight! Your dog’s barking fits are provoking the other dogs in the neighborhood to bark as well!

Your dog’s continual barking is extremely disturbing and has caused us much distress.

Allowing your dog to behave in this manner is in violation of city ordinances. Please refer to the attached copy of city ordinances <<6.16.110 and 6.16.120>>.

We respectfully ask that you remedy this matter immediately. Your efforts in doing so would be greatly appreciated.

We do not wish to create an unpleasant situation, but if this problem continues we will have no other alternative but to contact the authorities whether or not you have moved by then.

Thank you,

Barked Out Neighbors
Dear Dog Owner:

Ever since you moved in your dog’s barking has destroyed the peace of the neighborhood. Prior to your arrival, a barking dog was rarely heard.

Your dog’s barking has woken us up many times during the night. Its barking throughout the day is also very disturbing. The other day your dog barked continuously for almost three (3) hours, which is not uncommon.

It is particularly alarming to witness your dog aggressively threatening people who are passing by, especially children, with such an inadequate fence. We do not wish to see a repeat of what happen in <<San Francisco>>, do you?

All of this is in violation of city ordinances. Please refer to the attached copies of city ordinances <<6.16.110, 6.16.120, 6.16.250, 6.16.280, 6.16.290, and 6.16.300>>.

We respectfully ask that you correct these problems immediately. Your efforts in doing so would be greatly appreciated.

We do not wish to create an unpleasant situation, but if these issues are not remedied by <<Month, Day, Year>> we will have no other alternative but to contact the authorities.

Thank you,

Barked Out Neighbors
Use this fake “award” certificate only as a last resort. It worked for me.

Congratulations

By unanimous vote, you, the resident(s) at
<<666 Barking Dog Street>>
<<Dog Town, USA>>
are being recognized for having the most
obnoxious dog
in the entire neighborhood!

This dishonorable acknowledgment is being bestowed to you because of...

- The countless nights that your dog has awaken the neighborhood with its insidious barking.
- The countless times that your dog has gone on barking fits for a much as an hour during the day.
- The countless times that your dog has startled and intimidated children and adults passing by your home.

We can only hope that peace will return one day when either you and/or the dog goes away.

May you step in your dog’s warm fresh dung on a cold winter night in your bare feet.